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bear Teacher:
This neW'curriculum guide in mathematics Has been developed to a soist.you in.

implementing career education concepts. In order for.it to make your instructioxi.easier,
it islixqiortant-that you understand the philosophy and ratoionalethat undergird,theguidefL

You will note that this guide is for a particular level. The level indicates Hie \
normal grade placement for the elemeear.y grades. High school guides ,arsfOr par-

,

ticular subjects: l,ey are in loose leaf form and' are punched for a-three-ring notebook.
This design was ntional in order to permit greater, utiliza\tion in nanagraded or
multi -level teaching.

.
STATEOG LOUISIANA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

LOUIS J. M 'JCHOT
STATE SUPERINTENDENT

P. O. CIOX 44094

GATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 70004 ...

Septerriber, 1/74 . , . , ,. .

The format is particularly important in that the curriculum outline giving t,e' conk-
-cepts ItS be taught is matched with performance objectives, career concepts and
suggeste,dinalt\ructional 'activities in facing page layouts. The' suggested curriculum
-outline is compatible with all books on the approved state textbook list. The curriculum
outline is not considered inclusive but sufficient concepts are included to 'meet an
adequate curriculum at each level.

cJ

There are by design numerous blank spaceq.on the pages to permit teacher notes,
write -in activities, 'etc. It is desired' that teachers be innovative and the loose-leaf
format provides for inclusion of additional pages as needed.

We ask tilt teachers who develop good instructional activities submit themIo the
State Department to be printed and siared with other schools and systems.

Future revisions, will also hia made, in loose leaf form, and this will permit
keeping guides current from year to year.

If farther assistance is needed in implententing the guides, please contact
Dr. Elton-L. Womack, State Supervisor of Mp.thernatics, StateDeparlment of Education,
'Post Office Box 44064, Baton Rouge, LA 70804.

E : p vst vT o

Sincerely, 4

Elton L. Womack, Ed. D.
Supervisor of Mathematics

U
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PREFACE

The first working draft of the Mathematic° Curriculum Guide,
Secondhrl'Level, was distributed for field testing for the 1973-74 academic
year. Feedback indicated that the materials were appropriate !or the
purposes as stated in the original preface.

The materials presented herein have been changed from the original
only in that the mathematical language has been made as uniform as 'possible
for clarity and to conform to the teats ad9pted by the State of Louisiana.
Additional career,learning,activities hav' been introduced.

'Oo

The format has been revised so-that it should be easier to correlate
the curriculum outlines and perfor ance objectives with the related career
oriented concepts and learning ac

-The reader wh-6 is se ing the materials for the.first time can be
assured that the career 41p oach of these guidelines in no way weakens
the present program. As i all good educational pfbcedures, materials
are included so that all lev ls may be served. In addition to the ambitious
minimum recommendation the guidelines Contain ample extension materials
for those students who need to be challenged.

e
a Mathematics iq, embedded in all of the disciplines and makes a solid

base forfor .experiences in career education: This is borfie out by the numerous
referencea and, career activities from the spectruin' of/ life.

°

stu dent is led in a systematic development that is designed to
prorde for continuous.progress. Dignity of the person was always foremost
in devising and revising theguidelines. The goals were 'set to give'maximum
development of the individual thrqugh all types of educational experiences.

'Finally, our schools will alweVys, have a basic curriculum. The
methods of instruction will be constantly changing, and the counselors will
continue to lend their influence in guiding the pupil. The career education
goals which are inter ,,oven with the traditional will.help make more
productive citizens of Louisiana''s most important assets, its children.
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ALGE RA H

CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

I. Review of Seto and the 13.a1
Number System

A. r Sets

1. Description

2. Union

3. Intersection-.

4. Complement,

5. Subset

I. . Review of Seto and the Real
Number System

A., To demonstrate a basic
understanding of sets,
the student should be
able to

1. Describe a set by
listing and/or_by
the use of set-
builder notation.

2. Compute the union
of two ets.

3. Comput9 the inter-
section of two sets.

(N.4. Compute the
complement of a
set.

5. Determine whether
set A is a subset of
seta.

O



'RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES .

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Ca le-o-o Cconc-ppt

Careers require different
levels of competence ip
computation.

Performance Objectives

A. A registrar must
schedule students.
In order to allow
sufficient sectic,r.s of
courses without
conflicts, he uses
Venn diagrams.

Th

1k

A. During a recent semester each
student at River City College
was enrolled in at least one
of the three courses -:English,
history, and mathematics, the
mathematics department
reported 500 students enrolled;
the Ejiglish department
reported an enrollment of
1,000, and the history
department reported 700.
The registrar. revealed that
200 students were enrolled
in both mathematics ale
history, 300 were eriolle*
in both mathematics and
English, and 400 were
-enrolled in both English and
history. The Assistant
registrar noted that 100
students had schedules all
thibe of die courses for that
semester. Determine the
student enrollment at River
City College for the semester.
Hint: A 'Venn diagram is

I.

PO"



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
'OBJECTIVES

B. Real Number%

1. Dqfinitions 'and
classification

2. Repredentation

3. Atts °Kite value

4. gperations

3

5. Simplifying
.expressions

B. To demonstrate a working
knowledge of real number@
(the signed numbvro.and
zero) the student should
be able to:

1. Define rational
w number, define

irrational number,
and classify any
real number as a
rational or
irrational number.'-

2. Convert a common

o s

fraction al% to decimal
form and convert from
decimal form to a/b
form.

3. Determine I a I. for
/any real number a.

,

4. Add two signed
nurribers, multiply
two signed-numbers,
subtract one signed

-number from another,
ale divide a signed
number.by a signed
number.

.Simplify a numerical
expression-by per-
forming the indicated
operations on signed
ntitribers in the proper
order.
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RELATED-CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE IDERFORMANCE
. OBJECTIVES

C. The field of-real
numbers

1. Closure'property

a. Addition
b. ,Multiplication

2. Commutative
property

a. Addition
b. Multiplication

3. Associative
property
a. Addition
b. Multiplication

4. Identity property
a. Addition
b. Multiplication

5. Inverse property
a. Addition
b. Multiplication

6. Distributive
property for
multiplication
over addition

5

1 4

C. To demonstrate an under-
standing of the field
properties, the strident
should be able to:

1. Exemplify each of
the closure
properties.,

2. Exemplify each of
the 'commutative
properties.

3. Exemplify each of
the associative.
properties.

4. Exemplify each of
the identity properties
and name the additive
identity and the
multiplicative identity.

5. Exemplify each of the
inverse properties
and name the real
number which does
not have a multipli-
cative inverse.

6. Use the distributive
property to:
a. Express the sum of

two numbers as the
product of two
numbers (e. g. ,
4+ 8= 4(1+ 2).

b. Express the product
of kwo numbers as
the sum of two
numbers (e. g.
3(2+ 4)= 6+-12 ).
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ELATED CAREER ORIENTED
'7 CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

A

Ql

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED,..
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Telephone field men
constantly have to
deal with trouble
along the line. \Vhe
real number propertie
properties as applied
to formulas are
important in this kind
of work.

6

1 5

C. During' a storm a defect
occurred in a two-wire circuit
joining points A and
were 60 miles apartt,

One method of locating a defect
Of this kind is the Murray Loop
Test, a diagram`of which is
shown below. The formula

. RI gives the
2L-,e Re
relationship between the
resistances R1 an\d R , measured

.8 in ohms, and the distances 1 and
x, when the resistances of the
two wires joinini A and B are
equal. The distance from point A
to the defect (represented by x in.
the formula) can be determined whe
R 1p R 2 and L(the distance from A
to B) are known.

In this care the engineer sent one of
his men to make a cross of the wire
at B. He connecOe'd a Wheatstone
bridge to the two wires at A. He
used 1000 ohms resistance for R2
and adjusted the resistance R1 to
balance the bridge. The bridge
balanced when Ri.was 146 ohms. B
substituting known values in the
formula given above, he obtained
the equation x 146

120-x 1000.
Solving for x, he found that the
defect was 15. 29 miles from A.

C

Cross

attery R.21.4.) tlr-014511 GrO tin



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFOR NCE
OBJECTIVES

D. Theorems

Algebraic expressions

0
1. Definitions

2. Addition

3. Subtraction

4. Multiplication

5. Division

6. Simplification

7. Evaluation
17.

7 .

D. To further demonstkate
understanding of the'field
properties, the student
should be able to use
the field properties to

6 prove simple theorems.

E. -To demonstrate a bapic
knowledge concerning
lgebpic expres ,

the Audent should be able
to:

1. Define variable, term,
like termo, coefficient,
monomial, binomial,
trinomial, and
po lynoi-Aia 1.

2. 'Add'one exkession
to another

3. Subtract one expression
from another.from

4. Multiply one expression
by-tnother.

5. Divide one expression
by another.

6. Simplify an expression
by removing the symbols
of grouping and
combining like terms.

7. .Evaluate an algebraic
expression given
replacement values
for the variables.

LI%

9
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTE'?
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES:

RELATID CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNIN? ACTIVITIES
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PE FORMANCE
0 JEcTIVES

a

F. Exponents

0

P; Definition and
symbolism

2. Theorems

3. . Simplication of
expressions

4. Scientific
notation

. ,

G. Factoring

9

18

(

0

F. To demOnstrate a,basic
understanding of exponints,
the student should be
able to:

1. Define an exponeAtia.1
with integral exponent.

2. Illustrate:
a. am an = , am+ n
b. (am) n = amn

, nc. (ab)n = a n o
d. am÷an = am-n

a n , an
e. (s6-) =

3. Use the exponential
theorems to simplify
expressions containimg,
exponents.

4. Expr ss a number using
scien fic noeation.

G. To gemonstrate a basic
understanding of factoring,
the student should be able
to defer/mine the prime
factorization of a selected
Polynomial.

0
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIkEISITED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

F. ' CheTical technicians
VJO a in reserach arid
d'evelopment, testing .

or other laboratory
work. In these
endeavors many
measuring instruments
are employed and their
measure interpreted in
scientific notation.

4

Fir Technicians use a special
balancescale for weighina, A mall
qm.ntities. Such a balancq can

rocitweigh a quantity as s i--"*:'(-

000060t71 gram whit h I&
contain more than lO, 000,000,
000,000 atoms. Express These
quantities in scientific notation.

10'



CURRICULUM WI' LINE 2 PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

II. Equationst and Inequalities

A. Equations

1. Linear solutjpn

2. lasIsvification of
linek.r system0

3. Solution of a
linear system

4. Quadratic equations

5. Fractional
equations

6. Problem sOlvixig

II. Equation and Inequalities

20

A. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of linear
equations and quadratic
equations, the student
should be able to:

Solve a linear equation
in one variable.

2. Classify a system of
two linear equations
in two variables as
inconsistent,' consfs-tent
and dependent, or
independent and give
a geometric inter-

o
pretation of the
classification:

3. Determine the solution
set of a system of two
linear equations in two
variables.

0

4. Solve a quadratic
equation in one
variable by:
a. Factoring
b. Completing the square
c. Quadratic formula

5. Solve fractional
equations.

6. Use the theory of
equations to solve
selected physical' prob-
lems; i. e. verbal
problems. (



RELATED CAREElt ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II. Career Concepts

Careers require different
levels of competence in
analysis.

Performance Objectives

A. Law enforcement'
covers many areas.
Some officers, who are
experts in the field
of ballistics, require
special trainind to
apply engineering
techniques to their
specialty.

,11

A.

12

21

If a projectile is fired directly
upward with an initial velocity

0of n.ft. per secojid, its
distanCe from earth after t
seconds is given by the
formula d = nt - 16t2. The
formula defines a quadratic
fu.nction_of t, and its graph
is, a parabola. The y-coordinate
of the vertu represents the
maximum beiht attained by
the projectile. If the initial
velocity is 1600 ft. per sec. 0

hoir high is the projectile at
t = 20? at t = 40? at t = 80?
When does the projectile attain
its maximum altitude'?



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

B. Inequailities

1. Linear

2., Quadratic

3. Systems of
linear
inequalities

C. Extension of the
theory of equations

.Z2

13

22

To demonstrate a basic
uncle ro tanding,, of

(inequalities, linear and
quadratic, the student
should be able to:

1. Solve and graph a
1_ linear inequality.

2. Soave and graph a
`quadratic inequality.

3. Determine the solution
set of a syStem of
linear inequalities
by graphing.

0

C. T.p extend the above
concepts and skills, the
student should be able
to solve a so,rstem of more
Ulan two linear equations
in more than two variables.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

A coot accountant
must be able to apply
the concept of
'inequalities to tile field
of rnanuiact ring in
oider to determine the
number of each model .
a manufacturer 'should
produce for the
greatest profit.

B. A teslevision 'manufacturer makes
two basic models of color
television sets - -a portable model
and a console model. The
company has the equipment to
manufacture any numbeil of
portable models up to (and
including) 400,per month or
any number (If console models
up to 300 per month. It takes
80 map-hours to produce a,

. portable model, and 100 man-
hours to produce console'sets-.
The firrrrhas up to 40,000
man-hours available for
television production each
month. If the profit gained
on each portable model is
$50 and on each console
model is $70, determine the
number of each model of set
the firm should manufacture to
gain the maximum 'malt each
month.

Q



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

III. Complex Wumber Sybtem

a

iJ

A. -- Roots and radicals

1. Real roots and
principal rpot

Z. Radical notation

3. and index

4. Simplification of
radical expression

B. Imaginary numbers

III. Complex Number System

15

24

a

A. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of roots and
radicals, the student
should be able to:

1. Determine whether
a real number "a"
has real nth roots
(for a positive
integer n), and if it
does, identify
principal nth root.

2. Use radicaLmotation
to denote real roots;
i. e. , express a real
root as a radical.

3. Identify the radicand
and index of a radical.

4. Express a radical, sum.
of radicals, or product
of radicals in simplest
form, and rationlize
denominators whereever
necessary.

B. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of imaginary
numbers, the student should
be able to:



p

I
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBSECTIVES

Career Concepts

Performance Objectives

A. Mathematicians,
chemists, -physicists,
and many other
scientists use
irrational numbers in
their calculations.
They must know hoW
to simplify a radical
expression to facilitate
the computation of a
rational approximation.

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. An electrical engineer
uses imaginary numbers
to facilitate the
computations involved
in the solutions of
practical problems
concerning alternating
current.

°A. Determine a rational
approximation of the
irrational number

16

1

\q-



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

1. DefinitiOn

Classification'

C. Complex numbers

1. Definition

2. Classification

3. Equality

4. Operations

Geometric
representation

17

2

1. befine an.imAginary,
number.

0

.Z. Distinguish between
a pure imaginary
number and an
imaginary number
which is not pure.

C. To d nstrate a basic
unders nding of complex

b s, the student
ou d be able

1. Define a complex
number.

2. Classify any complex
number a + bi;
as real, pure
imaginary, or
nonpure imaginary.

3,. Define equality of
two complex
numbers.

4. Divide 'a complex
number by a non
zero complex
number, subtract
one compbex number
from -another, add
two complex numbers,
and multiply two
complex numberls.

5. Represent a complex
number as a point in
the complex plane.
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES'

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

0

18

2'



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

D. Field of Complex
numbers

E.' Quadratic equations

1. Discriminant

2. ,Solution' of
quadratic
equations

3. Root-coefficient
relations

4. Determination
from roots

19

28

D. To demonstrate that the
complex number system
is a field, 'the student
should be able to
illustrate (with an
example) that each field
property is satisfied.-

E. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of quadratic
equations with complex
roots, the studerit should
be able to:

1. Determine the
discriminant of a
quadratic equation
and use it to
determine the nature
of the roots.

2. Comptite the roots of
a quadratic equation
by:
a. Completing the

square
b. Applying the

quadratic
formula

3. Determine the sum
and product of the
roots by the coefficients
of the terms of the
quadratic equation.

4. Determine a quadratic
equation given its
roots.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. The civil engineei
applies the
relationship of a
quadratic equation to
the design of a cable
supported bridge in
his calculation of the
height of the towers
supporting the bridge.

Al

a..

/.7

Ct.

E. In constructing a particular
suspension bridge the ends of
the two suspension cables are
attatched to the tops a the
two supporting towers.

The curve of each cable is
described by the quadratic
quation 97-

8
X2 = Y.82,000

The midpoint of the cable (low
point) is 300 feet above the
surface of the waterwaterty and the
horizontal distance between
the two towers is 4,200 feet.
Determine the height of the
towers above the surface of
the water.
Hint: Let the midpoint of the
cable represent the vertex of
a parabola with the equation
,F(X) = 97 X2 (See sketch)..

882 000

20

2!.)

F(2100) = F (-2100) = 97
882,000

(4.- Z100)2 = 485. Is the vertical
distance from the low point of the
cable to the top of the towers.
Thus, 300 feet + 485 feet =
785 feet is the height of each
tower above the surface,of the
water.
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

##F. Extension

1. Proof of
irrationality

2. Radical equations

21

J
##F. To extend the abo've concepts ,

and skills, the student
' should be able to:

1. Prove fr is
irrational.

2. Solve an equation
which/contains more
than one radical.
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RELATtE15-CARE,ER ORIENTED .

CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES
RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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22

31
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CURRICULUr .outuN PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

IV. Relations, Functions,
Conic Sections-

A. Relations and
functions

1. Definitions
a.

2. Sets of ordered,_
pairs

3. Domain and
range

4. Graphing

5. Variation

B. Polynomial functions

V

IV. Relations, Functions, Conic
Sections

o 23

32

A. To 'develop a basic
understanding of relations
and functions, the
student should be able
to:

1. Define relation, domain
of relation, range of
relation, and function.

2. Distinguish between
a set of ordered
pairs that is a
function and one
that is not a
function.

3. Describe the domain
and range of a
specific function.

.

4. Sketch the graphs of
selected functions and
relations.

5. xpress statements of
ect, inverse, and
t variation in

ctional notation
-rid solve variation

problems.

B. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of polynomial
functions, the student .should
be able to:



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED dAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IV. Career Concept

Careers are effected by the
ability of individuals to
relate to each other.

Performance Objectives

B. Mathematician's', as
well as other scientists
are creative and use
their knowledge to
explore the unknown..

24

33

B. The quadratic formula provides a
technique for solving a polynomial
equation of degree Z. The history
of the search for -chniques to
solVe polynomial eq tions of
higher degree is ver interesting.



CURRICULUM OUT LINE
P

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

1. Definition

2. Synthetic division

3. Remainder and
factor theorems

4. Descartes° Rule of
Signs

5, Location Theorem

6. Linear
interpolation

C. Conic sections

1. Classical concept

2. Identification and
analysis

' 1,

25

3 4

1. Define a polynomial
function and state
its degree.

2. Use 'synthetic division.

3. Understand and apply
the remainder and factor
theorems.

4. Use Descartes' Rule of
Signs to determine
the number of possible
positive and negative
roots ef an equation.

5. Use the Location
Theorem to help
locate roots.

6. Determine a rational"
approximation of a
zero of a polynomial
function by linear
interpolation.

C. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of the conic
sections, the student should
be able to:

1. Visualize a conic section
as the intersection of
a plane and a cone.

2. Examinca quadratic
equation which describes
a conic section and
determine whether its
graph. is a parabola,
circle, ellipse, or
hyperbola. Determine
(where applicable) the
coordinates of its center,



'RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

4

a

C. A rancher, in order to
t415 advantage of
natural boundaries,
uses the graph of a
quadratic function
(parabola) to determine
maximum area with
fixed fencing.

26

C.

It reveals that great mathematicians
were often as guilty of petty
jealousy and'other emotional
weaknesses as their lesser known
contemporaries.
See:
D. J. Struik, A Concise History°

of Mathematics, 3rd. ed.
rev. (New York: Dover
Publication, Inc. , 1967),
pp. 108-14.

E. T. Bell, Men of Mathematics
(New York: Simon and Schuster,
1961), pp. 309-12.

0. Ore, Cardano, The Gambling
Scholar, trans. S. H. Gould
(New York Dover Publications,
Inc. , 1965), pp. 61-84.

C. H. Boyer, A History of
Mathematic s (Somerset,
New Jersey: John Wiley and
Sons, ,Inc. , 1968), pp. 310-15.

A rancher has three miles of
wire fencing material which he
plans to use to enclose some of
his land along side a river. He
wants to create a rectangular
enclosure by constructing three
of the side's from fencing material
and letting the bank of the river
be the fourth side as illustrated
in the accompanying sketch. He
also wants the area of the
enclosure to be as great as
possible using three miles of
fencing. What should be the
dimension of the rectangular
enclosure to obtain maximum
area:



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

3. Graph

4. Equation

3

verticio, and foci, and
equations for its
directrices, asymptotes,
and axes.

3. Sketch any conic section.

4. Determine an equation
of a conic section
from given data.

0



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING 'ACTIVITIES. r

Astronomers employ
the study of conic
sections to their study
of celestial bodies.

A

The landscape
architect not only lays
out the plan for
landscaping an estate
but also designs the
fences, retaining
walls, and gates.

tiz r

If X miles is the depth of the
enclosure, then the area is
obviously A(X) = X(3-2X)
-2X2 + 3X. Since the graph
of A is a parabola opening
downward, it follows that the
funCtion A attains maximum
value on the abscissa.

-b 3

Za 4
of the vertex. Hence the desired
dimensions of the rectangular
enclosure are 3/4 miles by
3/2 miles.

X =

Comets travel in orbits that are
conic sections. Those that are
part of our solar system,
including Halley's Comet, have
elliptical orbits. Other comets
with greater speeds*follow
parabolic and hyperbolic orbits.
Do you think that comets traveling
in any of these orbits ever pass
near the earth more than once?
Which ones?

The top of a rectangular garden
gate is to be cut so that it has an
elliptical shape. If the gate is
3 feet wide and a semi-minor
axis of the ellipse'is 1 foot long,
determine the foci so that the
ellipse may be sketched on the
gate (using the string method) as
a pattern for cVting.
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

D. Solution b1 quadratic
system

1. Graphical
method

2,- Algebraic
method

29

38

O

D. To develop a basic
understanding of quadratic
systems, the student shuld

able to:

1. Compute solution(s)
or approximate
solution(s) of a
system of quadratic
equations ii two
variables by
graphing.

2. Determine by algebraic
techniques the solution
set of a system of
quadratic equations in
two variables.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND 0 JECTIVES

RELATED CAR ER ORIENTED
LEA NING ACT IfITIES.

udio therapists
require a basic
knowledge of
graphing to relate
data.

30

The length off a vibrating string
is relited to the frequency of the
tone it emits. Plot a graph of
the following data for a typical
vibrating string, using length
as abscissas and frequencies
as ordinates.

Length Frequency
(Cycle9/sec)

7.50 1024
15.0 512
20. 0 384
38.0 256
40.0 192
60.0 128
80.0 96

120 64
240 32

1. What is the shape of the graph?
2; What relationship exists

between. the length of a et
vibrating string and the
frequency of the tone it
emits ?



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

HE. Extension

(

31

,1 0

##E. To extend the above concepts
and skills, the student
should be able to translate
axes and sketch graphs-
(of conic sections) which
are not in standard
position.

4
s-f

rrr

I

4



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
-.--, LEARNING ACTIVITIES

a

32

4i



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

V. Exponential and
Logarithmic Functions

A. Exponential function

1. Definition

2. Graph

B. Logarithm

1. Definition

2. Laws

3. Function

V. Exponential and Logarithmic.
Functions

33

42

A. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of an
exponential function
the student should be
able to:

1. Define an exponential
function.

2. Graph an exponential
function.

B. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of logarithms,
the student should be able to:

1. Define logarithm to the
base b, b > 0 and b # 1.

2. Use the laws of
logarithms and the
definition of a
logarithm to
'a.) Convert an equation

to logarithmic form
to an equation in
exponential form.

(b) Convert an equation
in exponential form
to an equation in
logarithmic form.

3. Define, state the domain,-
state the range, and sketch
the graph of the logarithmic
function.



0 Ir

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES,

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

V. Career Concept

Individuals adapt to world
changes and environment.

Performance Objectives

A. A research technician
often plots several
sets of data din the same
graph in order to
compare data and to
determine"the most
reliable solution..

B. Banking personnel are
frequently involved
working problems, the
solution of which is
not always found in
tables. In dealing
with interest formulas,
logarithms can be
.applied.

A. Sketch the graphs of the
exponential functions
f(x) = (1/2)x, g(x)
2z, and h(x) = 222c on the
same coordinate plane.
Tell without sketchings the
graph of j(x) = (7/8)x which
of the three previous graphs
will be similar to the graph
of j.

B.

34

4

If p dollars are invested in a
savings account and interest
is computed at the rate r,
compounded m times-per yea r,
for m years, the amount, A,
in the account will be
A = p(1 + r )rnm [ provided

m
no withdrawals are made].
Use logarithms to compute the
amount for $1, 000 invested for
15 years at 5% compounded
monthly.

tr



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

4. Comparison of
graphs

5. Common

6., Antilogarithm

7. Applications

8. Equations

35

44

4. Explain laow the graph
of the exponential
function and,the graph
of the logarithmic
are related with
respect to the line y v x.

5. Determine the
characteristic of the
common log of a number,
and use a table of
common logarithms
'(together with
interpolation) -to
determine the mantissa
of the logarithm.

6. Determine a number x
when the common
logarithm of x is given
(e. g. , compute the
antilog of x).

7.. Use the laws of
logarithms and a table
of common logs to:
(a) Compute the product

of two numbers
(b) Compute the quotient

of two numbers
(c) Determine the decimal

representation of an
exponential (e. g. ,
raise to a power or
compute a root).

8. Solve a given logarithmic
equation and use the
theory of logarithms to
solve equations of the
type 4x = 60.
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS SAND 0 ;JECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTItITIES

a

36

45
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CURRICULUM'OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

VL Seq9.ence, Series, and the
inemial Theorem

A. Arithmetic Sequence

I. Definition

2. Common
difference

3. Formulas
a. nth term
b. arithmetic

meant-

B. Arithmetic series

VI.

37

46

Sequence, Series, and tie
Binomial Theorem-

A. To demonstrate a-13 sic
understanding of ar hmetic
sequences (e. g. , arithmetic
progressions) the student
should be able to:

0 00

1. Define an arithmetic
sequence.

2. Determine the
common difference of
a given,sequenee.

3. Determine a particular
term of a given
arithmetic sequence.
Compute an
arithmetic mean
(or means).

'to demonstrate a basic
understanding of arithmetic
series, the student should
be able to define an
arithmetic series,
distinguish between
arithmetic sequence
and arithmetic series
and determine the
sum of the terms of
an arithmetic series.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AN OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VI. Career Concepts

Individual careers may changI
change as individuals
change throughout life.

Performance Objectives

A. Pleasure boat dealers
are often requested to
accept a trade-in
toward the purchase of
a new boat. It can be
helpful for the dealer
to have a knowledge of
arithmetic progression
to readily determine
the depreciation and/or
current value.

38

A. A pleasure boat is purchased for
$5800. During the first year it
depreciates $900, and there-
after $35b per year. What is
the value of the boat 11 years
after its purchase? ($1400)



CURRICULUM OUTLINE

O

PERFORMANCE,
OBJECTIVES

C. Geometric sequence /

a

1. Definition

Common ratio

3. Formulas

D. Geometric series

E. Binomial Theorem

1. Factorial notation

2. Pascal's Triangle

3. Binomial
expansion

39

C, To demonstrate a basic
understanding of
geometric sequence%
(e. g. , geometric
progressions) the
student should be
able to:

1. Define a geometiic
sequence.

2. Determine the
ratio (e. g. , common
ratio) of a given
sequence.

3. Determine a particular
term of a given
geometric seque\nce.
Compute a geometric
mean (or means).

D. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of geometric
series the student should
be able to define a
geometric series,
distinguish between
geometric sequence and
geometric series, and
determine the sum of the
first n terms of a
geometric series.

E. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of the
binomial theorem, the
student should be able to:

1. Use factorial notation

2. Construct Pascal's
Triangle

3. Expand a given
binomial



RELATED CA EER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

J

C. Urban planners
visualize future
conditions in light of
trends in population
growth and social and
economic challge.
They estimate the
community long range
needs. Studies in
population density are
carefully analyzed.

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVIIVES

C.

40

The population of a certain city
is now 60,000 and increases
by 4% each year. Eicpreos this
by a geomeeric sequence. What
is the nth term? What will be
the poixilation in six years?
In 20 years?



CUR' ICULUIVI OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

4. Determination of
a specified term

41

4. Determine a specified
term in the expansion
of a given power of a

r

rt,



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND 0 vJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
P LEARNING ACTIVITIES

0
I



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES //

Permutations,
Combinations, and
Probability

A. Permutations

I. Defintion

2. Number

0

O

VII. Permutations, Combinations
and Probability

43.

:5 2

A. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of
permutations, the
student Should be
able to:

-11
1. Define a

c;)
permutation of
the elements in
a set

2. Determine:
a. The possible

number of
permtitations of
n different
elements.

b. The possible
number of
permutations
of n elemerkts
when the
elements ar43
not all different

c. The number of
permutations of
n objects taken

at a time
d. The number of

circular per-
mutations'*6i a
set of n objects



V
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RELATED CAIIEE ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND 0 JECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VII. Career Concept

World changes, conditions,
and environment affect
careers.

'Performance Objectives

A. The sports statistician
applies the relation-
ship of permutation to
the batting order of a
baseball team to
determine, b
mathematical calcu-
lation, the maximum
number of possible
batting -orders on a
baseball team.

44.

A.

a

A baseball league contains
eight teams. 14 how many
different orders can the
teams finish the season?
How many different possible
outcomes are there for the
first division (e. g. the top
f ?

A



6 CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

B. Combinations

C. Probability

1. Defintions

2. Sample space

3. Event

4. Outcome

5. Qdds

6. Simple
probability

7

tj

B. To demonstrate 'a' basic
understanding of
combinations, the t u d e,4c-

should be able to dete;mOie
the number of combinatioens
of n objects taken r at.a

--"N time and explain why
this number is less
than or equarto the
:number of permutations
of n objects taken r at
a time.

To demonstrate,a basic
understanding of proba-
bility, the student should
be able to:

, 4

1. befine:. sample space,
pipbability of an
event, and odds in
favor of or against .

an event.

2. Describe the sample
space of a given
experiment.

3. List all possible
events of a given
sample space.

. Identify an outcome
of a given experiment
and distinguish from
an event.

5. Distinguish between
odds and probability
in a particular
problem.

6. Determine the simple
probability of a specific
event of a given experiment.



RELATED.CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED.
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. It can be helpful to
a member of a civic
organization to be able
to determine
possible combinations.

C. One of the supporting
jobs in the statistical
research department
of a: large manu-
facturer of

436scription medicine
is titled statistical
analyst. The work of
an analyst includes the
development of simple
statistical data. .

46

B. A committee with three members
is to be appointed in a club with
20 members. In how many ways
can this be done?

C. Tossing a penny, which may fall
heads up or heads down, is a
random experiment. Estimate
the probability of a heads up by
tossing a penny 100 times. What
is the sample space? To simplify
the work, put 10 pennies in the box,
shake, and examine for the number
showing heads up. Do this 10
times. This will give a reasonable
approximation to the problem of
making 100 tosses with a single
penny.



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

VIII. Introductory Trigonometry

A. Trigonometric
functions

1. DefinitiOns

2. Trigonometric
tables

3. 'Interpolation

B. Applications

VIII. Intro-ductory Trigonometry

A. To demonstrate a basic
understanding of the
trigonometric functions,
the student should be
able to:

1: Define the six
trigonometric functions.

2. Use the tables of
trigonometric functions
to determine the value
(or approximate va
of a function when
given the angle

asure, and to
determi the figle
measure (o approximate
measure) when given
the value of a function.

47

56

3. Use interpolation to
.obtain better
approximation.

B. -To demonstrate a basic
-understanding of the
applications of
trigonometry, the student
should be able to use
elementary trigonometry
to solve selected physical
problems ; e. g. , verbal
problems.



s.

RELATED CAREER' ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VIII. Career Concept

Individuals may be suited
for several different careers.

Performance Objectives

B. It is sometimes
convenient and helpful
for a painter (or
other construction
personnel) to have a
working knowledge of
simple trigonometry.

48

B. A painter is assigned to a job
which requires him to repaint a
firm's name on a brick wall.
The name,on the wall is 20 feet
above the ground and the painter
is issued a 25 foot ladder to use.
He has learned from experience
that it is not safe to use a
ladder that forms an angle with
the ground greater than 60°.
Should he consider the 25 foot
ladder safe to use?



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

PC. Extension

1. Radian measure

6.

2. Identities

3. Graphs

49

To e*tend the above
concepts and skills the
student should be able
to:

1. Define radian measure
of an angle, convert
degree measureto
radian measure, and
convert radian measure
to degree measure.

2. Verify selected
trigonometric
identities.

3. Sketch the graphs of
simple trigonometric
functions.
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

#0C. Some table of values
of trigonom tric
functions include
values for only the sine
cosine, and tangent
functions. It is
necessary for the
user of Busch a table to
know some elementary
identities in order to
determine values for
the cotangent, secant,
and cosecant functions.

00-C. Determine cos40o from a table
of values. Use this value
and an elementary identity
to compute sec40°.


